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Adding Load To 
an Existing 

Transformer, 
Feeder or 

Service 
 

First Determine The 
Existing Load 

“Profile”! 
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WILL THE NEW ADDED LOAD CAUSE OVERLOAD, HEAT, NOISE, HIGHER ENERGY COST?  GTCO. SOLVES ANOTHER PROBLEM! 

   

The Mission                                    
I am often engaged to determine if an 

existing transformer, Feeder or service 

will “Handle” the addition of new 

loads.                                 

     The Challenge                                             
The client or theeir consulting 

Engineer need to have the confidence 

to add new calculated loads to existing 

actual loads without deminishing 

system performance or safety! 

The existing loads can be established 

by a 30 day recording (NEC 220.87) 

however, the existing loads of today 

will contain a large percentage of 

harmonic currents caused by non 

linear electronic equipment and 

lighting. These harmonic currents may 

or may not operate an over current 

device but will abosolutly cause 

overheating, voltage distortion, noise 

and high I2R losses, all penalty losses. 

It would not be prudent to add new 

loads that likely have a harmonic 

content to an existing system, 

especially a transformer, that already 

has a high hamonic content load 

profile. 

The existing loads recorded must 

include detailed profiles of all 

individual harmonics! Harmonic 

distortion also creates poor power 

factor as True PF is the product of 

Distortion PF x Displacement PF. 

 

The Solution 
GTCo. offers power system and power 

quality studies that will provide the 

needed confidence to add new 

calculated loads and/or downsize an 

old inefficient transformer. Using the 

most powerful portable instruments 

available, GTCo. can provide detailed 

load profiles that include individual 

Harmonics through the 50th, True PF, 

Displacement PF, Distortion PF and 

KVA. Power interruption is normally 

not needed unless the client’s safety 

program requires deenergized access 

only. 

The Results                                       

Expert analysis, reporting and 

recommendations provide client 

confidence and back up data for 

design record. 
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